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The secondary rainbow scattering angle for spheroidal drops of water is virtually independent of aspect ratio for
most visible wavelengths. For most solar heights the residual aspect-ratio dependence shifts the bow toward a
smaller deviation angle if the drop size increases. These two facts explain why the supernumeraries of the
secondary rainbow are never seen in rain showers. At high solar elevations the flattening of drops results in a shift
of the secondary rainbow toward a larger deviation angle. -It is shown that this shift is still large enough to causethe
formation of the first supernumerary in red light. This red supernumerary of the secondary rainbow may be
observable by eye in natural showers if a red filter is used to remove the obscuring contribution of shorter
wavelengths to the light of the rainbow. For indices of refraction far from that of water, a strong aspect-ratio
dependence of the secondary rainbow angle is shown to be present.

Some possible implications of this for the

formation of a hyperbolic umbilic diffraction catastrophe in the secondary rainbow pattern are indicated.

between the interference maxima in the scattering pattern
of the rainbow because of the decreasing difference in optical
path length between the interfering light rays in the drop.
Consequently the deviation angle of a given interference
maximum increases in the small-drop-size limit. Large falling drops, on the other hand, have a flattened shape, becoming more and more pronounced if the drop size increases.
This oblateness causes a shift of the rainbow angle and hence
of the whole rainbow scattering pattern toward a larger devi-

bow angle for spheroidal drops was extended to the secondary rainbow. Contrary to what one might expect intuitive5
ly,
the secondary rainbow angle at visible wavelengths
showslittle dependence on the oblateness of the drops. The
reason is that, because of the value of the index of refraction
of water, the places where the secondary rainbow ray hits the
wall of the water drop are about 900 from one another, as
seen from the center of the drop. Therefore, the changes in
direction of the Descartes ray that arise at the entrance and
at the first internal reflection due to the flattening of drops
are almost entirely compensated for by the changes at the
next internal reflection and at emergence (see Fig. 1). This
causes the aspect-ratio dependence of the secondary rainbow angle to be 1 order of magnitude smaller than in case of
the primary bow.
For most solar elevations, this residual aspect-ratio
dependence shifts the secondary rainbow toward a smaller deviation angle if the drop size increases (note that for
the secondary rainbow the deviation angle equals the scattering angle only if the interval of the latter is taken to be

ation angle for any solar elevation at which the bow is above

[1800, 36001). On the other hand, as in case of the primary

the horizon. Therefore, the deviation angle of a rainbow
interference maximum increases in both the small-size and
large-size limits; for a drop radius of about 0.25 mm it has a
stationary point. Owing to the existence of this stationary
point, the rainbow intensity integrated over a broad dropsize spectrum still shows oscillations as a function of scatter-

bow,the deviation angle of an interference maximum of the
secondary rainbow increases in the small-drop-size limit.
Hence the deviation angle of an interference maximum as a
function of drop size now lacks a stationary point. This
excludes the formation of supernumeraries of the secondary
rainbow in showers according to Fraser's mechanism and
may explain why they are so exceedingly rare.
However, for high solar elevations (say, >350) the flattening of drops shifts the rainbow angle into the other direction.
In spite of the fact that this shift is small, it seems to be large
enough to cause the formation of the first supernumerary of
the secondary rainbow in showers. As the sensibility of the
secondary rainbow angle to aspect ratio increases appreciably with wavelength, the conditions for supernumerary formation are substantially better for red light than for blue
light. A red supernumerary of the secondary rainbow may

1.

INTRODUCTION

A few years ago Fraser' offered an explanation for the paradoxial fact that supernumeraries of the primary rainbow are
regularly visible in rain showers, although the broad dropletsize distribution in the showers should prevent this. The
argument is the following. If the drop size is below a certain

value, the shape of a falling drop remains close to spherical,
and the deviation angle (which equals the scattering angle
for the primary bow) of the Descartes geometrical rainbow
ray is fixed, A decrease in drop size causes a wider spacing

ing angle; thus supernumeraries

may be visible.

However,

the angular spacing between them contains hardly any information about the drop sizes in the shower: if the drop-size
distribution is broad enough, the separation between the
first and second supernumeraries is fixed at about 0.70.
While supernumeraries of the primary rainbow are frequently observed in the open, supernumeraries of the secondary rainbow are extremely rare.2 In this paper we describe an attempt to explain this by arguments similar to
Fraser's. For this, M6bius's theory3' 4 of the Descartes rain0740-3232/87/050810-07$02.00
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in which

A
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is the angle of refraction of the Decartes ray for

spheres, h is the solar elevation, and the numerical value of
420 in the last cosine is 180° - 0r(sphere), the angular distance of the bow to the antisolar point. We note that an
earlier discussion of the effect of the oblateness of drops on
the visibility of supernumeraries5 applied formula (3) with a
plus rather than a minus in the argument of the last cosine, a
result of an incorrect interpretation of M6bius's angle A1.
Therefore the final conclusions of that analysis are not valid.
Formula (3) is almost independent of wavelength. The
reason is that the rainbow refraction angle /3 40° varies
only by 10 in the visible range. The resulting variation in
formula (3) amounts to only 2%and can therefore be neglect-

(1)

\2*

ed.

In this paper we concentrate mainly on the top of the bow
and on its base if the solar elevation is low. For another

(3)

Fig. 1. Path of the ray of minimum deviation for the secondary

scattering azimuth

rainbow. For a spherical drop (solid lines), the angle of refraction /
of the Descartes ray is very close to 45°. Therefore, seen from the

(3) by considering the ellipse resulting from the cross section
of the nonvertical scattering plane with the spheroidal drop.
In general, the light ray inside the drop will not be confined
to the plane of this ellipse. However, for the small values of
p considered here, deviations of the ray from that plane can
be neglected, so the M6bius formula can be applied. Then
one finds that for a nonvertical scattering plane one has to
replace p by p' and h by h' in formula (3) or in the corre-

center of the drop, the difference in position angle of two subsequent
hits at the wall is about 900. If the drop becomes spheroidal
(dashed lines), the path of the Descartes ray changes. However,
because of this difference of 900 in position angle, the changes in

light path at hits (1) and (2) are almost entirely compensated for by
the subsequent changes at hits (3) and (4), so that the aspect-ratio
dependence of the direction of the emerging ray remains very small.

This explains why supernumeraries of the secondary rainbow in
showers are extremely rare.

sponding formula for the secondary bow [Eq. (6) below],
where

become visible in nature if a monochromatic filter is used to
remove the obscuring background caused by rainbow scattering at shorter wavelengths.
2. RAINBOW ANGLES FOR FLATTENED
DROPS
A falling drop can be approximated by an oblate spheroid,
with its two semimajor axes of length a horizontal and its
semiminor axis of length b vertical. This spheroid approximation holds almost perfectly for equivalent drop radii r
[=(a2b)1/3] below 0.5 mm.6' 7 For larger radii, the drop gradu-

¢, one can derive the analog of formula

p' = p(1

-

sin2

r

cos2 h),

tan h' = tan h/cos t.

(4)

Here, v = 0° for the rainbow top and 1800 for its bottom.
Formula (3) is consistent with Fraser's numerical result
that AOr is a strong function of equivalent drop radius r but
only a weak function of solar elevation h for h < 420. Substituting Eq. (2) into Eq. (3), we have for the top of the
rainbow in visible light
Aor = 13'r 2 cos(2h - 420) = Cr2

(5)

ally develops some asymmetry. However, for r smaller than
1.2 mm, which is the case of interest here, this asymmetry is
small enough to be neglected. The vertical cross section of a

For the solar elevation range at which the rainbow is above

spheroidal drop is an ellipse with semimajor axes a and b.
The ellipticity p, defined by Mobius, is

cross section of a flattened drop is a circle [see Eqs. (4)].

p = (a-b)/(a

+ b).

(1)

For drops falling at terminal velocity, Green8 derived a
simple relation between b/a and r. This function is given in
his paper as Eq. (9). We substitute it into Eq. (1) and
linearize the result by expanding in a Taylor series, which
leads to
p

0.050r

2

(2)

if r is expressed in millimeters. This formula has an accuracy of 15%at r = 1 mm and is still useful up to r = 1.5 mm.
According to Mobius,3,4the geometrical primary rainbow
scattering angle Or for spheroidal drops (in degrees) for the

top of the rainbow can be found from the relation
Or(sPheroid)- Or(sphere)

Aorn

= 180 16p sin / cos3 / cos(2h - 420),
7r

the horizon, C is between 100 and 130. Of course, for the

rainbow base at h = 0, AOrand C are zero, since the horizontal
For the discussion of the secondary rainbow, it is convenient to change the interval of the scattering angle 0 into
[1800,3600]. Then the scattering angle equals the deviation
angle, and the secondary rainbow angle Or is about 231°.
This procedure has the advantage that the oscillating part of
the secondary rainbow occurs for 0 > Or,just as in the case of
the primary bow. This makes the description of the intensity distribution in terms of an Airy function uniform for the
two rainbows, as the signs of argument in it are then equal
(see Section 4).

By making arguments similar to Mobius's, one finds
straightforwardly that for the top of the secondary rainbow
AOr =

-

1800 64p sin / cos 3 cos 2/ cos(2h

-

510).

(6)

7r

As before, the 510 in the last cosine is the distance of the bow
to the antisolar point, which is Or(sphere)- 1800in this case.
From Eq. (6) it is clear that AOr is zero for / = 45°. This
happens for an index of refraction n = ;9T = 1.342,because
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from simple geometrical rainbow theory it follows that for
the secondary rainbow
5n2- 9

cos 2/3 =

(7)

22

4n

The value of n = 1.342 occurs for water at a wavelength of
410 nm, which is violet light.
As / varies again by only 10 in the visible range, the

absolute value of AO,.is rather small, even at the red end of
the spectrum.

But as cos 2/ starts from zero at violet, now a

strong wavelength dependence is present in this small AOr.
To calculate this, we determine from Eq. (7) the difference
h/ between / and 450 as a function of the index of refraction,
which is given to first order by
/3

_

_3450 = 1800
___

5

- n).

(8)

To derive the analog of Eq. (5) from Eq. (6), it is convenient
to define
CO= 32 60/= 86°(1.342

-

n).

(9)

For wavelengths of 410, 470, 540, 650, and 850 nm, the
parameter C0 = 00, 0.30, 0.60, 0.90, and 1.20, respectively.

Linearizing Eq. (6) near /3 = 450 and combining the result
with Eqs. (2) and (8), one has with Eq. (9) for the secondary
rainbow top
AOr = Cor2 cos(2h

-

Clr2.

510)

(10)

The absolute accuracy of Eqs. (3) and (6) is comparable.

But since the value of AOrfor the secondary rainbow is much
smaller than that for the primary bow, the linear Mobius
term [Eq. (6)] alone is not able to describe the rainbow shift
satisfactorily, and we also have to consider the next term,
which is proportional to p 2 . In the general form, this is a
long and complicated expression, but if / is close to 450 it
simplifies significantly. Expressing its wavelength dependence in C0 , we find that
AOr(second order)
=

180

-

P2[_

31-cos 2 (2h

-

20COP2[10 + 5 sin(4h

510) + 16 sin(4h - 1020)1

-

1020)

-

28 cos2(2h-510)].
(11)

Combining this with Eqs. (2) and (10), the ultimate result
becomes
AOr= Clr2 + C2 r4,

(12)

with
Cl = C0 cos(2h - 510 ),
C2 = - 1.560 cos2 (2h - 510) + 2.340 sin(4h
-

Co['/
2 +

'/4 sin(4h -

-

1020)

2

1020) - 7/15 cos (2h - 510)].
(13)

At low h, C2 is of the order of -30. It changes sign at about h
= 350 and reaches a maximum value of about +1.50 near h =

520. In the latter case the rainbow top for blue light is just

at the horizon. The wavelength-dependent term in Eqs.
(13), which is proportional

to C0 , causes a correction of at

most 0.50 in the visible range. To test Eq. (12), Fraser
kindly ran his program' for the secondary rainbow. At r =
1.2 mm, his results compare within 20%with mine (his values being the smallest of the two), and for smaller r this
difference rapidly becomes smaller.
The aim of the present study is not primarily to describe
the rainbow shift AOritself but to investigate its effect on the
rainbow intensity distribution in a broad droplet-size distribution (see Section 5). This is determined mainly by the
behavior of Eq. (12) near the stationary point in the argument of the rainbow intensity distribution for individual
drops [Eq. (15) below]. From Section 4, Eqs. (15), (16), et
seq., it follows that the stationary behavior for the secondary
rainbow near its first supernumerary occurs if r = r, - 0.7

mm; if the complete expression for the rainbow shift, Eq.
(12), is applied in the rainbow distribution, the numerical
value for r, remains about the same.
we simplify Eq. (12) by putting r4

Now, for our purpose
r,2r2 - 0.5r 2 in its

second term, so that the result becomes
AOr =

Cr2 ,

with
C = C, + 0.5C2 .

(14)

Here, C is a strong function of wavelength and solar elevation. From Eqs. (13) it can be seen that the wavelength
dependence is caused mainly by C, and the solar-elevation
dependence mainly by C2. Calculations show that the
switch from Eqs. (12) to (14) is indeed permitted, as the two

equations generate almost identical rainbow intensity distributions in broad droplet-size distributions such as the one
used in Section 5.

3. RAINBOW INTENSITY DISTRIBUTIONS
FOR SPHEROIDS
If the Airy distribution is used for the rainbow scattering
function for an individual spherical drop, the corresponding
intensity distribution for a spheroid with low ellipticity p can
be found9 simply by replacing Or(sphere)in the former intensity distribution by 0r(spheroid). This can be done by using
Eqs. (5) and (12) for the primary and secondary bows, respectively. So, for low ellipticities, the effect of increasing
ellipticity is just a shift of the whole interference pattern,
leaving the analytical form of the intensity distribution intact. This seems to hold'0 at least up top = 0.1 and hence for
falling drops with radii6 up to 1.8 mm. For still larger ellipticities, the situation changes. As pointed out recently by
Marston and Trinh,' 0 the Airy distribution may be transformed into a hyperbolic umbilic diffraction catastrophe
because two additional rays with skew paths through the
oblate drops can also contribute to the rainbow interference
pattern. This transformation has been observed by these
authors for the primary rainbow when the scattering plane
was about horizontal.
As to the secondary rainbow, at first sight one might expect a similar transformation to occur with increasing ellipticity. However, this need not be so if the strength of this
out-of-plane scattering effect is closely related to the in-
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plane change of the light paths and hence to the sensitivity
of the rainbow angle to ellipticity. If this conjecture holds,
our present findings mean that such a transformation will be
absent in the case of secondary rainbow scattering by drops
of water. For other liquids, such an effect may still occur,
provided that the index of refraction is far enough from
1.342. The strength of the in-plane deviation of the rays of
the secondary rainbow in a certain liquid becomes comparable with that of the primary rainbow in water if ICI 130
[Eqs. (5) and (10)] and hence if ICol

13° [Eqs. (9) and (10)].
This would happen for substances with n 1.2 (e.g., a drop
with n = 1.6 suspended in water) and n 1.5 (e.g., benzene).

In the former case C0 > 0, so that the analog of the effect
observed by Marston and Trinh would occur near the horizontal scattering plane again; but in the latter case C0 < 0,
and the effect is rather to be expected in the vertical scattering plane.
If we consider a broad drop-size distribution rather than
an individual drop, the effect observed by Marston and
Trinh can be neglected. The reason is that the amount of
light scattered by drops with r > 1.5 mm is only a small
fraction of the total. For instance, for the Marshall-Palmer
distribution,

which we will use below, a short calculation

shows that this fraction is less than 1%. Therefore, in the
following discussion of supernumeraries in showers we omit
the effects of large drops and use the Airy approximation for

the rainbow intensity distributions.
4. SPACING BETWEEN SUPERNUMERARIES
IN SHOWERS

813

10 and X = 640 nm that the angular spacing 01,2 between the
first and second supernumeraries [f(ra,0) = -3.25 and -4.82,
respectively] is 0.710 for the secondary rainbow. SubstitutingEq. (16) into f(r8 , 0), one finds easily that 01,2 (X, h) is given
by
01,2 (X, h) = 0.710C1 /4 (X, h)

X

12

(17)

For the primary rainbow with C = 13°, 01,2 = 0.880at X = 640
nm. For other wavelengths and C, a relation similar to Eq.
(17) is valid. The numerical values of 01,2 found in this way
are consistent with Fraser's observations of the spacing between supernumeraries of the primary rainbow.'
5. VISIBILITY OF SECONDARY RAINBOW
SUPERNUMERARIES IN SHOWERS
Formation of supernumeraries according to Fraser's mechanism requires that the factor C in Eq. (15), determining the
aspect-ratio dependence of the rainbow angle, be positive.
If the solar elevation is higher than 350, this is the case for
the secondary rainbow in the whole visible spectrum, as can
be inferred from Eqs. (13) and (14). But even then it is by
no means obvious that perceptible supernumeraries will indeed show up in showers, as the maximum value of C is 1

order of magnitude smaller than in the case of the primary
rainbow.
To simulate the intensity distribution of a natural secondary rainbow, we assume that the drop-size distribution in a
shower is a Marshall-Palmer distribution of the typical
form 7

Using the Airy approximation" for the normalized intensity
distribution of the rainbow as a function of scattering angle

dN/dr

ct exp(-6r).

(18)

0, denoting the Airy function by Ai, and describing the effect
of the ellipticity by inserting Eq. (14) into it, one has for the
intensity I per unit of solid angle of the secondary rainbow
near Or(n231°) the following expression' 2 :
I(r, 0) acr
=

Ai2{_3.1 (5

r713 Ai 2'f(r,

)

r2/3[0 -

Or(sphere)- Cr2]}

0)].

(15)

Here, r is expressed in millimeters, 0 in degrees, and the
wavelength Xin nanometers. For the primary rainbow (Or
1380), Formula (15) is valid too, but then the constant 3.1 in
it is replaced by 5.6, and Eq. (5) instead of Eq. (14) is used for

the calculation of C.
The argument of the Airy function f(r, 0) in Eq. (15) is
stationary in r at r = r8 ; one easily confirms that the value of

r, is found by the relation
4Cr8 2

=0 -

Or(sphere).

(16)

If C > 0, this stationary behavior of f(r, 0) is in the oscillating part of Ai2. This implies that for C > 0, the integral of
Eq. (15) over a broad drop-size distribution

Int(0) is also

oscillating. This integral is the sum of a nonoscillating part
and an oscillating part. The scattering angles of the maxima and minima of the oscillating part of Int are in first
approximation found by substituting r = r, into I(r, 0)."3 So
the spacing between two subsequent maxima in the rainbow
intensity distribution Int in showers can be found by evaluating the function Ai2[f(r,, 0)]. In this way, one finds for C =

0 0

- r (sphere)

_

Fig. 2. Intensity of the secondary rainbow as a function of scattering angle 0, integrated over a Marshall-Palmer drop-size distribution and over the solar disk. The curve for C = 00 is valid for the
rainbow base if the solar elevation h is low and for its top if h
300;
C = 10 can be realized at the rainbow top if the solar elevation is 400
or more. For the definition of C, see Eq. (14). The interval of 0 has

been extended over 1800, so that the scattering angle equals the
deviation angle. The Descartes secondary rainbow angle for
spheres, denoted by O,(sphere),is about 2310. The intensity of the
light caused by external reflection at the drops is also indicated.
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secondary rainbow is visible in the intensity distribution
diagram, although its intensity is still low with respect to the
main secondary rainbow maximum (certainly compared
with the situation at the primary bow, Fig. 3).

primary rainbow

70-

base(C=0°h

I PI
6D-/~~~

Intensiltyl

-

top (C=13')

I

5.0

I
I

4D-

I

To gain some quantitative insight into the possibility of
observing a natural supernumerary of the secondary rainbow, we determined from the integrated rainbow intensity
distributions the visibility parameter Vis of the first super-

I

\\

numerary as a function of C. Here, Vis is defined by
3.0

ISUP-Imin
Vis =sup
m

(19)

Isup+ Imi

20

I

where Iminis the intensity at the first minimum in the intensity distribution and Iup the intensity of the first supernumerary, appearing at 0 - 0r = 1.50 and 2.00, respectively, in

<

10_
0
-1

0-0,

Fig. 3.

r

u
(sphre)

2

3

4'

-

Intensity of the primary rainbow as a function of scattering

angle 0 near the base of the bow at low solar elevation and at its top,
integrated over the same drop-size distribution as the one applied in
Fig. 2 and over the solar disk. Same intensity units as for Fig. 2. C

Table 1. Relationship between the Quantity C, Which
Determines the Strength of the Dependence of the
Rainbow Angle on Drop Distortion, and the Visibility
Parameter Vis of the First Supernumerary of the
Secondary Rainbow

is defined by Eq. (5). The Descartes primary rainbow angle for
spheres, denoted by Or(sphere), is about 1380.

Here N denotes the number of particles and r is in millimeters. We multiplied Eq. (15) by relation (18) and integrated
the result over r and over the solar disk.
Figure 2 displays the integrated secondary rainbow inten-

C

Visa

<0.30
0.500

0.06

0

0.75O

0.12

1.000
1.250

0.15
0.17

a Defined by Eq. (19).

sity distribution for C = 00 and C = 10. The former value of

C is not only valid for the rainbow base at h = 0 but can also
be realized at its top if the solar elevation is of the order of
300 [see Eqs. (13) and (14)]. If C is negative, the integrated

intensity distribution is virtually identical to the one for C =
00. In the figure, the intensity of light resulting from externally reflected light at the drops is depicted also. It is
calculated by adding the intensity of the two directions of
polarization.

Figure 2 is constructed for A = 580 nm, but for

400nm

500nm

600nm

700nm
015

506-

solar
elevation

other wavelengths the intensity distribution of the rainbow
is almost the same, provided that C remains fixed at the
same value. However, one has to realize that C is in reality

strongly wavelength dependent at any solar elevation [see
Eqs. (13) and (14)].

Figure 3 shows for comparison the intensity distribution
for the top (C = 130) and for the base at low h (C = 00) of the
primary rainbow for the same Marshall-Palmer distribution
and the same wavelength. However, since for the primary
rainbow C is virtually independent

of wavelength, there is

not much wavelength dependence left for these curves.
Moreover, as the result is scarcely affected by a change of C

from 13° to 100, the curve for the primary rainbow top
represents a fair representation for any solar elevation.
The following features can be seen from Figs. 2 and 3:

* The intensity of the main peak of the secondary rainbow showslittle difference if C ranges from 00 to 10. For the
primary bow, the large value of C at its top causes a difference in intensity' 4 of the main peak of a factor of 4 with

respect to the base in this simulation. For both rainbows a
positive value of C shifts their main peak to a somewhat
larger deviation angle.
* If C = 10 is realized, the first supernumerary of the

400nm

500nm
wavelength

600nm

700nm

Fig. 4. Visibility diagram for the first supernumerary of the secondary rainbow in showers. If Vis < 0.06, supernumerary formation is impossible or highly unlikely; if Vis > 0.06, there is a chance
for such formation. Vis = 0.15 corresponds to the situation in Fig. 2

for C = 10. The line for C = 00 represents the situation at which the
rainbow intensity distribution is independent of flattening of drops.
The most favorable conditions for supernumerary formation occur
at high solar elevations and long wavelengths. If the solar elevation
exceeds 510, the rainbow top is below the horizon.
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Fig. 2. The background intensity caused by externally reflected light at the drop, which is 18% of Iup at C = 10, is
taken into account. The results, given in Table 1, show that
Vis starts at zero for C = 0.30 and increases rapidly at first.
When C is of the order of 10, Vis has reached 0.15 and no

longer shows much variation. For the primary rainbow of
Fig. 3, Vis = 0.18. From a comparison of these numbers we
conclude that values of C of the order of 10 are still capable

of creating a perceptible first supernumerary of the secondary rainbow, provided that there is not too much background
intensity present from causes other than external reflected
light.

If Vis has dropped to 0.05 or below, we can consider

perceptible supernumerary formation to be unlikely.
As noted before, C of the secondary rainbow is positive
only if the Sun is far enough from the horizon and is strongly
dependent

on wavelength

as well as on solar elevation.

Hence, the same holds for the visibility parameter Vis of the
supernumerary.
Figure 4 is a visibility diagram of the first supernumerary
of the secondary rainbow. In this diagram a few lines of
constant

Vis have been calculated as a function of wave-

length and solar elevation for the rainbow top by using Table
1 and Eqs. (13) and (14). The conclusions on the appearance of supernumeraries

are the following:

* At low solar elevations, no supernumeraries of the
secondary rainbow should ever be observed in showers.

*

At high solar elevations, the first supernumerary may

815

be observed, especially at the red end of the visible spectrum.
* In white light such a red supernumerary will be easily
obscured by the contribution of shorter wavelengths to the
rainbow, which may easily produce their main peak (see Fig.
2) at the scattering angle where this red supernumerary is
supposed to appear.
* With aid of a filter, the red first supernumerary of the
secondary bow may become visible in nature if the solar
elevation is high enough (say, >350).
As far as I know, no reliable observations of supernumer-

aries of the secondary rainbow in natural showers have been
made. But in artificially made sprays, two photographs of
such a supernumerary are available. The first one was taken by Greenler'5 in the infrared at X = 870 nm at a solar
elevation of about 200; the second one is a color slide taken
by Livingston at a solar elevation of about 350. A blackand-white print of this slide taken through a red filter is
reproduced as Fig. 5. Filtering improved the visibility of the
supernumerary of the secondary bow significantly. The
same holds for Greenler's picture: his supernumerary is
weaker and apparently visible only because shorter wavelengths have been filtered. This is consistent with the last
two conclusions in the preceding paragraph. But the main
part of the conclusions cannot be tested with these pictures,
since the drops and the drop-size distributions may differ
greatly between artificially made sprays and natural show-

Fig. 5. Supernumerary of the secondary rainbow in an artificially made water spray, apparently consisting of a rather monodisperse drop-size
distribution. To bring out the supernumerary, the Ektachrome original has been copied in black and white through a red filter. This
procedure improves the visibility of the feature significantly. In the original, parts of the second supernumerary of the secondary rainbow are
discernible too. (Photography by W. C. Livingston.)
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ers. Apparently, in these pictures the supernumerary arises
simply because of the presence of a favorable, rather mono-

disperse drop-size distribution with relatively small sizes,
and the effect of flattening plays a negligible role in these

cases. This can be inferred from three features in the pictures. First, the main peak of the primary rainbow in Livingston's color picture is relatively broad, and its color distribution (pale in the center16 ) indicates a predominant contribution of small drop sizes. Second, the supernumeraries

of

the primary bow in this picture extend to a scattering azimuth of more than 1000with a more-or-less uniform intensity, while a broad drop-size distribution would generate these
supernumeraries only up to a scattering azimuth of about
70° [see Eq. (4)]. Last, for Greenler's picture the solar
elevation is so lowthat according to our diagram no supernumerary of the secondary rainbow is to be expected in broad
drop-size distributions at all, but it still shows up. Apparently, the possible generation of supernumeraries of the secondary rainbow by the ellipticity effect in broad drop-size
distributions cannot be studied well in this kind of spray but
should be investigated in natural showers instead.
6. CONCLUSIONS AND OBSERVATIONAL
IMPLICATIONS
The existence of supernumeraries of the secondary rainbow
in showers has been investigated by calculating the effect of
drop distortion on the secondary rainbow angle. It was
found that the dependence of this angle on the flattening of
drops is much smaller than for the primary rainbow. At low
solar elevations, an increase in oblateness shifts the secondary rainbow pattern toward a smaller deviation angle, which
is the wrong direction for producing supernumeraries, but at
high solar elevations supernumerary formation seems to be
possible, especially at long wavelengths. But even then, the
supernumeraries may be easily lost in the background produced by the contribution of shorter wavelengths to the light
of the rainbow. These facts explain why reliable observations of such supernumeraries do not seem to exist. On the
other hand, for a solar elevation larger than about 350, it is
still possible that the red first supernumerary of the secondary rainbow may be observed in nature if a monochromatic
filter is used to remove the obscuring background. Obviously the chance for this is greatest in a shower displaying well-

defined supernumeraries of the primary bow,but at the solar
heights mentioned this primary bow can be entirely below
the horizon and hence unobservable. Moreover, rainbows
are infrequently seen at high solar elevations, while a sole
secondary rainbow close to the horizon may easily be missed.
This is also consistent with the fact that its supernumeraries
are never reported. Nevertheless, a systematic investigation of secondary rainbows at high solar elevations with the
aid of a red filter still has to be done and is an obvious
observational next step.
The weak aspect-ratio dependence of the secondary rainbow angle may also have implications for the possibility of

the formation of the hyperbolic umbilic diffraction catastrophe in highly flattened drops. An extension of the experiments of Marston and Trinh' 0 to the secondary rainbow and
to drops with other indices of refraction than that of water
would therefore be interesting.

To summarize, the main result of the present analysis is
twofold. First, it provides an explanation for the wellknown fact in meteorological optics that verifiable observations of supernumeraries of secondary rainbows in showers
are lacking. Second, it indicates that for high solar elevations the formation of a perceptible red supernumerary is
possible in natural showers. The latter result needs observational confirmation. Greenler's15 and Livingston's (Fig.
5) pictures cannot be considered such a proof, although their
existence is interesting. Examination of natural secondary
rainbows at high solar elevations with the aid of a red filter is
therefore required. As the rainbow is strongly polarized,16
its visibility and therefore the chance of detecting its red
supernumerary can be improved by using the red filter in
combination with a polarizing filter. Within the tradition2,15 of observational meteorological optics it is interesting that nothing more than some simple equipment is needed to explore the existence of the red supernumerary of the
secondary rainbow in open air.
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